Home Learning Challenges – Spring 2
Subject
English

1 or 2 star pathway
Bring in your
favourite storybook.
Choose your favourite
part of the story

3 star pathway

Maths

Collect images of hot
and cold countries
and sort them into
‘hot’ and ‘cold’

Science

Find objects in your
home that need
energy to work.

History

Listen to examples of
blues music and
respond.

Geography

Show how you recycle
objects at home.

Visit the local
recycling centre and
take photos of the
items they recycle.

RE

Find two different
religious buildings
close to home and
take a photograph

Find examples of
special clothing worn
by two different
religious people

Art

Make a picture using
leaves

Use natural materials
from your garden or
park to make a
picture.

PE

Choose a team sport
to watch on TV.

Find examples of
sports that are played
outside

Identify countries
that have hosted the
winter and summer
Olympic games in the
past 30 years

Music

Make a drum from
recycled objects to
produce a noise

Use different
recycled objects to
make different
noises.

Technology

Make a bird feeder
for your garden

Make something to
attract
animals/insects/birds
from natural
materials

PCC

Show how you can save
energy in the home by
switching things off
when they’re not used

Make a list of how your
home could be more
environmentally
friendly

Explore different
noises made by
recycled objects and
state which country
the instrument sound
may come from.
Make something to
attract
animals/insects/birds
from natural materials
and identify what
animals it attracts.
Create a speech/blog
telling your family how
they could help
improve the local
environment

Visit the library and
find a book about
another country. Find
three ways the country
is different to England
Do a survey with
friends and family to
see if they would
prefer to go to a hot or
cold country and put
your results into a
graph.

Find examples in your
local area of
renewable energy (eg
wind turbines, solar
panels etc)
Investigate how
Cadbury World was
linked to the Slave
trade

4 or 5 star pathway
Create a book blog or
review of your
favourite book.
Visit a travel agents
or search online and
find out the
difference in cost of
visiting a hot and a
cold country in
August
Make a toy that can
move without using
batteries.
Find examples of
modern day slavery
and the names of
charities that help
the victims
Teach a member of
your family how to
recycle and tell them
why they should do
it.
Make a video for the
school website saying
why we need to
respect each others
faith and beliefs
Create a 3d piece of
artwork using at least
4 different textures.

